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Chebyshev’s noise spectroscopy for testing electrochemical systems
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The electrochemical noise spectroscopy based on the orthonormal Chebyshev’s polynomials of discrete variable is
presented. Chebyshev’s noise spectroscopy has an important advantage. The majority of Chebyshev’s spectral lines is
stable with respect to a drift of electrochemical noise. This property of Chebyshev’s noise spectroscopy is demonstrated
by the examples of electrochemical corrosion noise and the noise of lithium primary power source. Chebyshev’s noise
spectroscopy can be used as a technique for non-destructive testing in various field of pure and applied electrochemistry
including electrochemical energetics and electrochemical corrosion.
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INTRODUCTION
The electrochemical noise spectroscopy has
great advantages [1-14]. Under the conditions of
electrochemical
noise
spectroscopy,
an
electrochemical system is not subjected to any
external electric impact. The internal state of
electrochemical system does not change in the
course of noise testing. The electrochemical noise
spectroscopy has many areas of application,
including the electrochemical corrosion processes
and electrochemical energetics.
In many cases, the analysis of noise data is
complicated by a drift of electrochemical noise,
which can considerably distort the noise spectra
[15-20].
The aim of this work is to present the
electrochemical noise spectroscopy based on
orthonormal Chebyshev’s polynomials of discrete
variable [21, 22]. Chebyshev’s spectroscopy has an
important advantage. The majority of discrete lines
of Chebyshev’s noise spectrum are stable with
respect to a drift of electrochemical noise [23, 24].
The stability of discrete lines of Chebyshev’s noise
spectrum is demonstrated by the examples of
electrochemical corrosion noise and the noise of
lithium primary power source at the open circuit.
ALGORITHM OF DISCRETE CHEBYSHEV’S
NOISE SPECTROSCOPY
Let us consider a random time series y (t )
containing N  M samples. A period of discretization
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of electrochemical noise signal is taken as a unit time.
A random series y (t ) can be formed, for example,
by using discrete measurements of open-circuit
voltage of primary power source. A random time
series y (t ) is divided into M segments { yt( m ) } .
The number of segment m takes all integer numbers
from 0 to M  1 inclusive. Each segment contains
N samples. Index t (the sample number inside a
segment) takes all integer numbers from 0 to N  1
Let matrix Pk t be a square N  N matrix based on
the system of orthonormal Chebyshev’s polynomials of
discrete variable t ( t  0,1,  , N  1 ). The subscript

k of matrix Pk t indicates a degree of Chebyshev’s
discrete polynomial ( k  0,1,  , N  1 ). The
information on the properties of Chebyshev’s
polynomials of discrete variable is available from [21,
22].
The matrix product of the matrix Pk t by a random
m 

vector yt(m ) forms a set of random vectors {Pk t yt } :
N 1

Pk t ytm    Pk t ytm 

(1)

t 0

To each segment with number m, its own
m 

random vector Pk t yt

corresponds. To obtain a

discrete Chebyshev’s spectrum Yk( 2 ) , a square of
random vector (1) should be averaged over the
entire set of segments:

Yk( 2 ) 

1
M

M 1

[P
m 0

kt

yt( m ) ]2

(2)

The sample intensity Yk( 2 ) of any spectral line k
of Chebyshev’s spectrum was calculated by
equation (2). In our experiments, the total number
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of samples M  N did not exceed 2 and the
segment length N did not exceed 16. The choice
of relatively small values of N enabled us to
obtain discrete Chebyshev’s spectra (2), Yk( 2 ) , with
a high degree of averaging.
Fig. 1 shows the discrete Chebyshev’s
polynomial of the 15th degree, when N  16 . It is
seen that the discrete Chebyshev’s polynomials
serve as a window [25, 26]. A modulus of the
Chebyshev’s polynomial in the center of segment
has the largest value.
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Fig. 1. Discrete Chebyshev’s polynomial of 15th
degree (N = 16).

Fig. 2. (A) Electrochemical corrosion noise of a couple
of identical NiMo16Cr15W electrodes yc(t) and (B) the
same noise with added artificial drift yc(t) + yc(d)(t).

To check the stability of intensity of Chebyshev’s
spectral lines with respect to a drift of
electrochemical noise, an artificial drift signal
yC( d ) (t ) was added to the realization
y C (t ) :

yC( d ) (t )  bC  tanh( t /  C ) ,
where bC = -2 V and

C  215 .

(3)
Figure 2

(curve B) shows the total signal y C (t )  y C( d ) (t ) ,
(the realization plus an artificial drift).
Figure 3 (A) shows the discrete Chebyshev’s
spectrum Yk( 2 ) of corrosion noise signal y C (t )
calculated by equation (2) ( N  8 ). Curve B (Fig.
3) shows the discrete Chebyshev’s spectrum of the
total signal y C (t )  y C( d ) (t ) . It is seen that the
dependences A and B (Fig. 3) almost coincide at all
spectral lines except for lines k  0 and k  1.
When an artificial trend (3) is added, the intensity
of the first spectral line of Chebyshev’s spectrum
increased by 35 times. It is seen that the intensity of
high spectral lines starting from the line k  2 of
Chebyshev’s spectrum is stable with respect to a
drift of electrochemical corrosion noise.

STABILITY OF DISCRETE CHEBYSHEV’S
SPECTRUM WITH RESPECT TO A DRIFT OF
CORROSION NOISE
Figure 2 (curve A) shows a discrete realization
of
electrochemical corrosion noise. The
discretization frequency was 45.5 Hz. The noise
signal was measured with an IPC-Pro MF
potentiostat (Russia). The realization y C (t ) of
electrochemical corrosion noise contained
samples.
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Fig. 3. Discrete Chebyshev’s spectra of (A)
electrochemical corrosion noise of a couple of identical
NiMo16Cr15W electrodes yc(t) and (B) the same noise
with added artificial drift yc(t) + yc(d)(t).

STABILITY OF DISCRETE CHEBYSHEV’S
SPECTRUM WITH RESPECT TO A DRIFT OF
CORROSION NOISE OF LITHIUM PRIMARY
POWER SOURCE
The fluctuating voltage y L (t ) (Fig. 4, curve А)
of uncharged lithium primary power source LS33600 (Saft) (17 A h) was recorded with a
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spectrometer of electrochemical noises (Frumkin
Institute
of
Physical
Chemistry
and
Electrochemistry, RAS). The discretization
frequency of noise signal was 25 Hz. The noise
13
signal realization contained 2
samples. To
demonstrate the stability of Chebyshev’s spectrum
with respect to a drift of electrochemical noise, an
artificial drift signal y L( d ) (t ) was added to the curve
A (Fig. 4):

y L( d ) (t )  bL  tanh( t /  L )

(4)

where bL = 0.2 V and  L  213 .
The total signal y L (t )  y L( d ) (t ) is shown on
Fig. 4, curve B.

Fig. 4. (A) Noise of lithium primary power source
LS-33600 yL(t) and (B) the same noise with added
artificial drift yL(t) + yL(d)(t).

Figure 5 gives the Chebyshev’s spectra ( N  8 )
for noise signal y L (t ) of lithium primary power
source (A) and for the total noise signal а
y L (t )  y L( d ) (t ) (B). The Chebyshev’s spectra were
calculated by equation (2).

Fig. 5. Discrete Chebyshev’s spectra of (A) noise of
lithium primary power source LS-33600 yL(t) and (B)
the same noise with added artificial drift yL(t) + yL(d)(t).
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Figure 5 shows that the intensities of spectral
lines k  2,3,4,5,6,7 for dependences A and B
virtually coincide. The Chebyshev’s spectra are
stable to a drift of electrochemical noise. The
exceptions are the spectral lines k  0 and k  1.
The intensities of these lines are rather sensitive to
the drift of electrochemical noise. When an
artificial trend (4) was added, the intensity of the
first spectral line ( k  1) of Chebyshev’s spectrum
increased by 291 times.
CONCLUSIONS
The electrochemical Chebyshev’s noise
spectroscopy is a powerful tool for gaining the
information on the internal state of electrochemical
systems without imposing an external electrical
signal. The intensities of spectral lines, starting
from the second spectral line of Chebyshev’s
spectrum, are stable against a drift of
electrochemical noise.
Sustainability of discrete Chebyshev spectrum to
a strong drift of electrochemical noise is the basis
for reliable noise monitoring of electrochemical
systems. Moreover, the sustainability of discrete
Chebyshev spectrum allows one to investigate the
structure of electrochemical noise. The structural
description of noise of electrochemical systems can
be used for their monitoring.
We can perform the discrete spectrum analysis
of electrochemical noise with a strong drift by
using the transformations of other type. The
transformations include the discrete wavelet
transformation [9] and the discrete Fourier
transformation with special windows [25-26]. We
believe that the Stoynov rotating transformation
[27] can be useful for spectral analysis of
electrochemical noise with a strong drift. A
comparison between the spectral properties of
discrete Chebyshev transformation and the spectral
properties of the discrete transformations outlined
above is outside the scope of the present paper. The
authors hope to discuss this topic elsewhere.
The Chebyshev’s noise spectroscopy is
appropriate for soft testing of electrochemical
systems. The soft testing, i.e. testing without
imposing an external electrical signal, is especially
important for the devices and systems of
electrochemical energetics and the electrochemical
corrosion systems.
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СПЕКТРОСКОПИЯ НА ШУМ НА ЧЕБИШЕВ ЗА ТЕСТВАНЕ НА ЕЛЕКТРОХИМИЧНИ СИСТЕМИ
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(Резюме)
Представена е спектроскопия на основата на електрохимичен шум, която се базира на ортонормални
полиноми на Чебишев с дискретна променлива. Спектроскопията на Чебишев има едно важно предимство - поголяма част от спектралните линии на Чебишев са стабилни по отношение на дрейфа на електрохимичния шум.
Това свойство на спектроскопията на Чебишев е демонстрирано с примери на електрохимичен шум при
корозия, както и при шум в литиев първичен елемент. Шумовата спектроскопия на Чебишев може да се
използва като техника за безразрушително тестване в различни области на чистата и приложна електрохимия,
включително в електрохимичната енергетика и електрохимичната корозия.
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